
59    CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSSION   This chapter present about three parts namely conclusion, limitation, and recomendation. The first part discuss about conclusion of the study, the second is about limitation of the study, and the last is about recommendadtion of the study. 
A. Conclussion   Students’ writing process have been applied by teachers in first grade of Bahasa of SMA Negeri 1 Kendari. There is multiple drafting that the teacher has made to students in learning, especially in writing activities. After being given a reflection to the first grade of Bahasa of SMA Negeri 1 Kendari, it can be seen that there is a great diversity of multiple drafting.   Interaction between teacher and students during drafting activity has been established in two directions, although sometimes the teacher still does not actively involve the child when the teacher conveys the material. Many students have also been able to mention and understand the benefits of correction during multiple drafting that can be obtained by students.   In the process of learning to write, various student difficulties can be gradually resolved by providing corrections after writing the draft. All of these abilities can be mastered by writers who are professionals through a process, step by step. The process of mastering various abilities can run fast or slow depending on the amount of potential possessed and the diligence in writing. Besides that, it is also very influenced by the length of time someone has practiced writing. The longer he writes, the higher the level of mastery of  the various abilities.  59 



60    B. Pedagogical Implication Based on the result, this study they it will be able to know the benchmark of students' creativity in writingby knowing the manifestation of students' creativity through the writing of personal experiences.Benefits researchers, this research as a vehicle for applying the knowledge gained in the lecture bench is realized in the real world. And this study will provide references to researchers in the future for review or can be continued again. 
C. Suggestions    Based on the conclusions stated above, the writer can provide input or suggestions to be used as a consideration and reference for further researchers, the researcher must be use the other instrument to get more data from many aspect.  
D. Limitation   There are several limitations in the research conducted including them, the researcher only uses two instruments namely drafting and reflection as research instruments and didn’t the other one. Secondly this study only analyzed benefit of multiple drafting.Other related matters such as feedback are not discussed here. The third is when giving corrections to student drafts there are students or rather there are corrections that are not understood by one of the students.      
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